Speeded up robust features (SURF) can detect scale-and rotation-invariant features at high speed by relying on integral images for image convolutions. However, since the number of image convolutions greatly increases in proportion to the image size, another method for reducing the time for detecting features is required. In this letter, we propose a method, called ordinal convolution, of reducing the number of image convolutions for fast feature detection in SURF and compare it with a previous method based on sparse sampling. key words: ordinal convolution, fast feature detection, SURF
Introduction
In the literature, the problem of detecting robust distinctive features over images captured in different viewing conditions has been studied extensively [4] , [5] . The state-ofthe-art methods have been successfully used in applications where the real-time constraint is less significant. However, they are too computationally expensive to be applied to realtime applications.
Bay et al. [2] enabled to rapidly detect robust features by employing integral image [6] . However, their method, i.e. SURF, requires three convolutions with different shaped box filters for each point and thus its speed greatly drops as the image size increases.
Although having a different framework from SURF, Agrawal et al. [1] proposed a method, called CenSurE, that also uses integral images for convolution and reduces the whole number of convolutions by first computing an approximated circular Laplacian which is computed by a convolution with a box filter and then computing the Harris measure only at the points where the computed approximated circular Laplacian is larger than a threshold. Afterward, Ebrahimi and Mayol-Cuevas [3] made the CenSurE much faster by further reducing the number of convolutions using the concept of sparse sampling. They called the method SUSurE.
In this letter, we are interested in making SURF faster and propose an ordinal convolution method for reducing the number of convolutions in SURF. Then, we compare it with one of applying SUSurE to SURF. 
Ordinal Convolution
In order to detect features in an image, SURF [2] computes the determinants (usually called Hessian) of the approximated Hessian matrix at different scales as follows.
where D xx (x, σ) represents the convolution of a box filter (approximating the Laplacian of Gaussian filter) of scale σ with the image at point x = (x, y) and similarly for D yy and D xy . Here, although each convolution can be accelerated by using integral image [6] , the Hessian computation needs three convolutions for each point and for each scale and the number of convolutions increases quadratically as the image size increases (see Fig. 1 ).
In order to reduce the number of convolutions, we pay attention to the fact that the Hessian value of distinctive features must be large, which indicates that both D xx and D yy must be large and D xy must be small. From the fact, we propose an ordinal convolution method as follows. is computed. The pseudo code is shown in Fig. 2 .
The order of computing D xx , D yy , and D xy can be changed, e.g. D xy is computed first, D xx is computed then only at the points where D xy is smaller than a threshold, and D yy is computed finally only at the points where D xx is larger than a threshold. However, through preliminary experiments, we could know that the order is not an important factor.
Applying SUSurE to SURF
For making this letter more self-contained, we briefly explain SUSurE [3] in this section. Then, we discuss how to apply SUSurE to SURF.
After computing a filter response (the Hessian value in SURF) at a point, if the response (R) is weaker than a threshold (th R ), the filter response is not computed and R is copied for the next N pixels. N is computed as follows. 
where R x,y is the filter response at the point (x, y) and L is the filter length. For applying SUSurE to SURF, we must consider that the interval between the successive filter responses in SURF is doubled for next octave. Therefore, N must be rescaled for each octave as follows.
where N k and i k are the number of skipped pixels and the interval in the k-th octave, respectively.
Experimental Results and Discussion
For experiments, we modified the open library [8] and the images (see Fig. 3 ) provided by Mikolajczyk [7] . Repeatability (for which the MATLAB code in [7] was used) and processing time (for which a laptop computer equipped with a dual-core 2.8 GHz CPU was used) of two methods, the proposed ordinal convolution method and one of applying SUSurE to SURF, were compared with the Hessian threshold of 0.0004. th D was set to the values ranging from 0 to 0.04. th R was set to the values ranging from 0 to 0.0004. Figure 4 shows the results of the proposed ordinal convolution method and Fig. 5 shows the result of applying SUSurE to SURF. The processing time of detecting features was reduced by about 2-3 times by both methods although being slightly more reduced by SUSurE † . Therefore, both methods were useful for reducing the processing time. However, the degree of the involved drop in repeatability was too severe in SUSurE. SUSurE dropped (by 10-15%) the repeatability of detected features so that its repeatability was about 10% lower than that by the proposed ordinal convolution method. In fact, this was predictable from the fact that SUSurE influences the location of the detected features while the proposed ordinal convolution method does not.
The proposed ordinal convolution method showed a good trade-off between the processing time and the repeata- † If setting th D to a value larger than 0.04, the processing time of the proposed ordinal convolution method could be more reduced but an enough number of features could not be detected. bility when th D =0.02. However, it was difficult for SUSurE to find a good trade-off between the processing time and the repeatability because the results of SUSurE did not change greatly except when th R is 0 in our experiments † . Therefore, we tried to change L. Figures 6 and 7 show the results of SUSurE with different L values. Doubling L greatly reduced the processing time but made it severer the drop in repeatability. In contrast, halving L improved the repeatability but the repeatability was still lower than that of the proposed ordinal convolution method. In addition, halving L increased its processing time, which was about 20 ms longer than that of the proposed ordinal convolution method.
The tendency in the results was not different for each image but the effectiveness of the proposed ordinal convolution method was more apparent for bikes, leuven, and ubc.
Consequently, in the applications that require strict real-time constraint, SUSurE can be used at the expense of a severe drop in repeatability. However, in general environments, the proposed ordinal convolution method, which reduces considerably the processing time while maintaining the repeatability (when th D is smaller than 0.03, the drop in repeatability was lower than 5%), will be more desirable. † In the open library [8] , if the Hessian is negative, it is set to 0. Due to this, in Eq. (2), most R x,y s satisfying R x,y ≤ th R was 0. Therefore, the results of Eq. (2) were little influenced by the value of th R . In fact, it may mean that Eq. (2) does not work well for SURF. We think that it is because the computation scheme for R x,y is different from the bilevel LoG filter response in the original SUSurE [3] . Therefore, for fitting SuSurE perfectly to SURF, Eq. (2) should have been modified more carefully, which is beyond our scope. This would be able to explain why the performance of SuSurE in this letter was not as good as in [3] .
Conclusion
In this letter, we proposed an ordinal convolution method of reducing the number of image convolutions for fast feature detection in SURF and compared it with applying SUSurE to SURF. The proposed ordinal convolution method could greatly reduced the processing time (about 2-3 times) while maintaining the repeatability of detected features (within 5%) and thus outperformed the method of applying SUSurE to SURF (though SUSurE did not fit SURF perfectly).
The proposed ordinal convolution method can be applied to other Hessian-based feature detectors. The related analysis remains a near future work.
